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KE NO NO ISE chronicles the
MA
long struggle of the skateboarders of Northfield,
Minnesota, to secure a permanent place for their
sport. Shot over a period of three years (2012 – 2015),
in close collaboration with the latest generation
of skateboarders and members of the Northfield
Skateboard Coalition, the film follows their efforts as
they meet with city officials to fund-raise, envision,
and design a skatepark that seems to fit nowhere.
The film to calls into question the community’s
progressive reputation, constantly cited as one of the
best in the country for kids to grow up, in light of the
town’s delay to find a place for its own youths.

Make No Noise offers an examination of the meaning
of belonging, of our understanding of public space,
and of the forces that decide who can use these
spaces.
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As a nonfiction filmmaker, I am interested in exploring
and expanding methods of collaboration with the people
who appear in my films. I engage participants from the
early stages of production and provide them with the
technical and conceptual instruction that they need in
order to fully participate in the making of the piece.
Consequently, in order to produce Make No Noise, I
enlisted the help of a core group of skateboarders and
trained them to work with sound and film equipment.
Those who were not involved directly in the making of
the film had multiple opportunities to view the footage at
different stages to offer feedback that helped shape the
film’s final form and content. Many of the youths served
as narrators, and members from the older generation
composed and performed original music for the film.
Inspired by the works of documentary filmmakers
before me, I take great care on developing a production
methodology that places collaboration at the heart of the
filmmaking effort. In doing so, I aim to expand on the
aesthetic, rhetorical and democratizing potential of the
moving image.
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Editing

Cecilia Cornejo Sotelo
Northfield Skateboard Coalition
Aaron Sala
 ecilia Cornejo Sotelo
C
Spencer Fredrickson
Josiah Olson
Jillian Banner
Shay Canning
Isaiah Suarez
Dane Holzschuh
Blake Atkinson
T. H. David
Matt Irwin
Vincent DeZutti
Collin Graham
Suzanna Erlich
Cecilia Cornejo Sotelo

Additional Editing
Spencer Frederickson
		 Aaron Sala
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Original Music
Charley and Madelyn Markson
		 Aaron Frederick
Direct Sound
Cecilia Cornejo Sotelo
		 Spencer Frederickson
		 Gaby Muñoz
Additional Sound
Jay Beck
		 Robert Chen
		 Frank Meyer
Writing & Research
Assistant

Rob Hardy

Archival Research
Aaron Sala
		 Jillian Banner
Graphic Design
Michael McPherson
		 Jillian Banner
		

CAST
The Northfield Skateboard Coalition and its Supporters
Kathryn Casulla
Alex Pepel
Spencer Fredrickson
		 Cliff Martin
		 Isaiah Suarez
		 Eric Tolson
Narrators
(in order of
appearance)
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DIRECTOR / WRITER / PRODUCER

Cecilia Cornejo Sotelo was born and raised in
San Antonio, Chile, and is a long-time resident
of the Midwest. She received a Bachelor of Arts
in Communication Studies from The University
of Iowa and holds a Master of Fine Arts in Film
and Video from the School of the Art Institute
of Chicago. Her work centers on issues of
displacement, marginalization, and on the
experience of living in-between cultures. By
using a range of materials — from archival footage
to drawing, to collage — and complementing
these with elements of performance as well as
documentary techniques, she creates essay
films that move fluidly from the local to the global,
and from the intimate to the openly political.
In 2012, Cornejo Sotelo embarked on the Living
Marginal project, a multi-platform work of which

Make No Noise is part. Intended to function as
a series of audiovisual meditations on belonging,
rooted in Northfield, MN, the project explores
the lives of local people who are removed from
the geographic, social, and political heart of the
town. Her next film and video installation will
focus on issues of displacement and belonging
as experienced by the growing, yet invisible, local
Latino community.
Cornejo Sotelo’s work has shown nationally and
internationally at venues such as the Minneapolis/
St. Paul International Film Festival, Arsenale (Berlin),
L’Alternativa (Barcelona), La Latina (Paris), ALCES
XXI (Madrid), Festival de Cine Pobre (Cuba), MoMA
(New York), and many other places. She currently
lives and works in Northfield, Minnesota.

S E LE CTE D
FILMO GR AP HY
2019 Ways of Being Home (in production)
2016 M
 ake No Noise: The Story of
a Skatepark 73 min.
2012 The Song of the Apprentice

44 min.

2004 I wonder what you will remember
of September 27 min.
2003 encuentro: now that ‘whole’ is
always ‘in between’ 5 min.
1999 mirando al sur/looking south

C O NTACT
artelamilpa@gmail.com
www.artelamilpa.com
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